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the values and the joys of living history

Living history … making history. 
during my four-year adventure as president  
and CeO of Old sturbridge village, i have  
been privileged to be part of something truly  
extraordinary: the turnaround, stabilization,  
and survival of a true new england icon, and  
one of the oldest, largest, and most cherished  
living history museums in the country.  

i am pleased to report that last year  
Old Sturbridge Village pOSted itS  
beSt perfOrmance in SeVen yearS and marked a third Straight  
year Of gainS. We are proud to have balanced the operating budget 
for the second straight year – the first time in more than 10 years that  
the village has turned in back-to-back balanced budgets.

                    How did we do it? Most certainly the 
museum’s return to stability and growth 
could not have happened without the  
dedicated efforts of staff, trustees,  
volunteers, donors, Members, and  
visitors – people who care deeply and 
passionately about the village, and who 
worked hard to preserve and protect  
its future. 

but, as i reflect on last year’s success, i also realize it had a lot to do with 

good old-fashioned new england values.
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the values that guided early new englanders are still relevant 
and important today. the values that our historians personify and teach 
every day are worth remembering and sharing with future generations.  
these values have helped Old sturbridge village through hard times,  
and have led us to growth and success.

i am reminded of some words of wisdom from a longtime friend of the 
village and former Osv senior curator, Jane nylander. at our 2009 
president’s award dinner honoring Jane, she spoke of the values intrinsic 
to the village. 

Identifying the essential and timeless
• 

Enriching people’s lives 
•

Seeing good proportion and beauty
•

Valuing quality and durability in craftsmanship
•

Valuing thrifty living 
• 

Understanding community 
•

Honoring and protecting the past
•

We often looked to these values during the past year as we overcame 
hurdles and tightened our organizational belt. they have made us strong, 
strengthened our resolve, and renewed our confidence in the future. 

Understanding community 

at Old sturbridge village, we are fortunate to have the support of many  
“communities” – our staff, volunteers, donors, members, visitors, and 
now -- our Facebook fans. 

growing to nearly 7,000, our 
Old sturbridge village Members have 
been with us through thick and thin. 

            We honor them each year on friendS day 
and as a Member thank-you, we brought 
back the village activity OSV dOg dayS, 
where “Member dogs” get to enjoy the sights 
and smells of the village along with their  

Old sturbridge village 
founders, the WellS 
family, began collecting 
what they believed to be 
“essential and timeless” 
in the 1920s and 1930s.  
but they took this vision 
one step further – they 
collected objects from 
everyday living, and put them 
in a live setting so visitors 
could experience life as  
it once was in early  
new england. today, 
part of our mission is  
to continue to identify 
the essential and timeless 
– and to collect, preserve, 
and share what we have 
found with our visitors. 

Identifying the essential and timeless
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to that end, our program staff is 
constantly updating our offerings 
to keep the experience fresh and 
relevant. last year, we hosted  
20 different special event days  
or weekends, including new and 
expanded events like drummerS’ 
call, natiVe american Winter 
traditiOnS, and muSic & art 
Weekend. We also increased our 
hands-on crafts activities and  
added more workshops to our 
popular craftS at clOSe 
range program.

We are also mindful of improving 
accessibility. seniors often tell us 
that although they love touring  
the village, walking isn’t as easy  
for them as it once was. to make  
it easier for them to get around,  
we added a special carryall tOur, 
which culminates with fireside  
entertainment and a hearth- 
prepared meal at the bullard  
tavern. and, to improve access  
for our spanish-speaking visitors, 
we began offering SpaniSh 
language tOurS last summer. 

if we accomplish these three  
objectives, then everything else 
will follow ... our guests will learn 
a lot, they will be eager to return 
– with friends and family – and 
they will have lasting memories  

of the village. 

  Enriching people’s lives 

Quite simply… 
 our goal at the village is to make our experience 
 accessible, affordable, and fun.

creativity, discovery, curiosity
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lots of them!
From Discovery Camps  
to Exploration Camps  
and field trips, Overnights,  
and special events, the  
Village offers lots of  
ways for kids to discover 
history and themselves.

On the education front, bookings for the hOp intO hiStOry OVernight 
programs continue to grow, particularly among scout and school groups, 
increasing 400 percent over the prior year. a highlight is the evening  
lantern tOur of the village – complete with spooky stories. 

attendance in our popular 1830s-costumed diScOVery campS increased 
by 40 percent over the prior year, and we also added a more affordable and 
flexible non-costumed camp option. Campers in our new explOratiOn 
campS can choose from one- and two-day sessions with topics like 
archaeology: i dig hiStOry. 

the expanSiOn Of Our internShip prOgram continues to be a bright 
spot. not only do the interns in period costume augment our staff,  
these young people add a lot of life to the village. and it’s gratifying to  
know that we are training the next generation of museum professionals. 
Most of our college interns live in dorm-like accommodations, and love  
the fellowship and camaraderie. as one said, 

 

“My internship was just like college, only better ... a bunch 

of history geeks in the same dorm, but no homework!”  
the result of last year’s hard work paid off in record-breaking attendance  
at a number of our “signature” events, including July 4th fireWOrkS, 
redcOatS & rebelS, thingS that gO bump in the night, and 
chriStmaS by candlelight. in addition, we sold out all of our dinner 
in a cOuntry Village evenings, both eVening at the kiln events, 
and our special once-a-year eVening Of illuminatiOn. 

and thanks to sponsorship of a free fun friday event by the Highland 
street Foundation, we set a record for the largeSt Single-day 
attendance in the history of Old sturbridge village: 

 

       more than 11,000 people 
         visited the village on august 13, 2010. 

68,000 students touched, tasted, painted, pounded, 

giggled, glowed, discovered, questioned, and searched their way  

through the Village and found out how much fun history can be. 

More than 8,000 students visited on donor-funded scholarships.

t h i s  y e a r  a l o n e
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Seeing good proportion  
and beauty

•
Valuing quality and durability 

 in craftsmanship

appreciating proportion,  
beauty, quality, and durability  
in craftsmanship is at the  
heart of Osv’s curatorial  
mission, and the museum’s  
collection of artifacts has tens  
of thousands of antiques that  
meet those criteria. unfortunately, 
due to space limitations, 

only 10% 
of our collection is on 
exhibit in the village.
 
One of our priorities last year was 
to get more of our antiques out of 
storage and on view to the public.

Our new gallery exhibit last year, 
mOre beautiful than any 
Other: QuiltS frOm the Old 
Sturbridge Village cOllectiOn, 
marked the first time in more than 
10 years that rare quilts from the 
world-class Osv textile exhibit were 
on display to the public. the oldest 
quilt in the exhibit dated to 1793, 
and the exhibit title refers to a silver  
medal-winning quilt made by a 
“Mrs. d. baker” judged  to be  
“more beautiful  than any other” 
  at an exhibition   
  held at Faneuil  
   Hall in boston  
  in 1841. 

  One of the year’s  
  highlights was the 
  acquisition of a
  finely crafted  
  cherry table 
  made in 1795  
                            by a young cabi- 
  net maker, John 
smith, of barre, Massachusetts. 
after 215 years and eight owners in 
three states, the John smith card 
table finally came “home” to Osv.  

the table had been misidentified  
as Connecticut-made, and had  
languished in the Connecticut  
Historical society for the last 45 
years. We are grateful to the Osv 
Overseers, whose generosity  
allowed us to purchase the table. 

Old sturbridge village is uniquely  
suited to celebrate the quality and  
durability in craftsmanship –  
it’s something our historians  
and artisans do every day as they  
demonstrate blacksmithing,  
pottery, printing, shoemaking, 
hearth cooking, and “tinning.”  
visitors can see firsthand the care 
and quality that went into crafting  
things in early new england. 

Clockworks from a 
tall clock by Edward 
Moulton, of Rochester, 
New Hampshire,  
circa 1810.

Cherry card table  
by John Smith,  
circa 1795. 

“They just don’t make them like they used to.”  

skill, creativity, detail, excellence

This eight-pointed star quilt by Clarissa Moore of Eastford, 
Connecticut, dates to 1837 and was part of the exhibit,  
More Beautiful Than Any Other. Many New England  
quilts were T-shaped to fit around bed posts.

Gilded tiara, circa 1820-1840.



Valuing thrifty living 

like most of us, i have heard 
dozens of timeworn thrifty sayings 
throughout my life such as “waste 
not, want not,” and “a penny saved 
is a penny earned.” but nothing 
embodies this spirit of frugality 
better than a special group of  
artifacts in the Osv collection. 

these special antiques are called 
“make-dO’S,” and they are 
wonderfully practical (and  
whimsical) examples of how our 
ancestors made things last. if the 
handle of a fine porcelain teapot 
broke, its owners didn’t throw the 
pot away. instead, they soldered  
on a plain tin handle and kept on 
using the teapot, no matter how  
incompatible the parts might  
appear. 

 in the spirit of thrifty living, one 
way we have managed expenses is by 
partnering with experts to manage 
key functions in the village rather 
than employing full-time staff.  
We have a proven track record in 
successfully outsourcing food  
service, the museum gift shop  
and bookstore, and our human 
resources function. last year, when 
our chief financial officer made a 
career move, we outsourced that 
function with a respected local 
accounting firm. these partner-
ships allow us to focus our expertise 
on our core programs and control 
costs by only buying professional 
services when we need them. 

frugality, ingenuity, practicality, resourcefulness

For me, these incongruous but ingenious  
                                     symbolize the  
                                     resourcefulness we 
need to survive in turbulent economic 
times, as we think of creative ways to  
stabilize, strengthen, and grow the village’s 
finances. We strive to be thrifty on all  
fronts, and are always looking for ways to 
achieve more with             less and to live 
within our means. 

Make-Do’s

Ceramic teapot, circa 1760-1800.  
When its original handle broke off, a tin handle was fashioned to replace it. 

Pincushion, circa 1840, mounted  
on a broken glass lamp base. 

Glass goblet, circa 1800-1840,  
with broken stem set into a replacement tin base.
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Understanding community 

at Old sturbridge village, we are fortunate to have the support of many 
“communities” – our staff, volunteers, donors, Members, visitors, and 
now – our Facebook fans, a vibrant group of nearly 10,000 people who 
share news, photos, and videos of their trips to the village. 

it is gratifying to know that the  
museum’s community connections 
stretch beyond the local area.  
award-winning documentary  
filmmaker Ken burns continues  
his commitment to Old sturbridge 
village with the ken burnS lifetime 
achieVement aWard series. last 
year’s recipient was pulitzer prize-
winning author and presidential  
historian dOriS kearnS gOOdWin,  

          who had visited the museum when  
her own children were young.

growing to nearly 7,000, 
our Old sturbridge village 
Members have been with us  
through thick and thin. 

We honor them each year on friendS’ day, 
and as a Member thank-you, we brought back  
the village activity OSV dOg dayS, where 
“Member dogs” get to enjoy the sights and  
smells of the village along with their owners. 

For our Members, Osv is a gathering place to  
enjoy a conversation, a meal, a tour, a workshop,  
or a special event. 

             

Did someone 
say walk?

teamwork, dedication, involvement

OSV historians with documentary filmmaker  
Ken Burns and presidential historian Doris  
Kearns Goodwin, recipient of the 2010 Ken 
Burns Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Understanding community 

at Old sturbridge village, we are fortunate to have the support of many  
“communities” – our staff, volunteers, donors, members, visitors, and 
now -- our Facebook fans. 

growing to nearly 7,000, our 
Old sturbridge village Members have 
been with us through thick and thin. 

            We honor them each year on friendS day 
and as a Member thank-you, we brought 
back the village activity OSV dOg dayS, 
where “Member dogs” get to enjoy the sights 
and smells of the village along with their  
owners. For our Members, Osv is a  
gathering place to enjoy a conversation,  
a meal, a tour, a workshop, or a special 
event. 

g Of illuminatiOn. 

and thanks to sponsorship of a free fun friday event by the Highland 
street Foundation, we set a record for the largest single-day attendance in 
the history of Old sturbridge village, 
 

       with more than 11,000 people 
         visiting the Village on August 13, 2010. 

Our community of donors is vital to the museum’s success and survival. 
among the most ebullient and active donor groups is the all-volunteer 
gala committee. the third annual gala brOke all recOrdS, netting 
$138,000, more than a 50 percent increase over the previous year’s total. 
Quite a stunning accomplishment in a post-recessionary climate!

Our network of vendors and suppliers stepped up to the plate last year as 
well, forming a new campuS SOciety of donors and contributing more 
than $25,000.  

new donor groups emerged last year, most notably our field Of flagS 
donors. they raised more than $40,000 in memory of loved ones and 
veterans, and helped fund village field trips for underprivileged students 
from inner city schools.

support from the community of nonprofit foundations is critical to the  
museum’s survival, and One anOnymOuS bOStOn fOundatiOn iSSued 
 
 
                 a challenge ,

guaranteeing to match individual donations up to $150,000.  
it was just the impetus we needed to make our overall annual Fund  
goal of $1.5 million. 

X =

Where does our 
revenue come from?

2%  
other

31%  
admissions

10%  
special projects fund8% 

memberships

23%  
gifts, grants & bequests 

1%  
food service

13% 
special events 

12%  
rents & royalties 
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Redware pudding mold, circa  
1840-1870, probably made  
in New York, Pennsylvania,  
or Connecticut.

as a museum with mOre than 60,000 artifacts,
it is not surprising that one of our most passionate communities is  
composed of cOllectOrS who care deeply about early new england 
history. each year, the Old Sturbridge Village preSident’S aWard 
recognizes someone whose work brings to the public inspiration through 
the exploration of new england life and history. in 2010, it was awarded 
to brOck JObe, professor of american decorative arts at the Winterthur 
program in early american culture and a member of the Osv Collections  
advisory committee. 

the village is continuing to reconnect with collectors through a series  
of events where they can share their knowledge and learn from others.  
visitors from all over gathered at the museum for the first in  
a regular series of cOllectOrS’ fOrum eVentS. the first 
highlighted ceramicS in neW england, featuring noted 
authors, artisans, curators, and collectors, and culminating  
with a special eVening at the kiln reception and 
1830s-style kiln firing. guests watched enthralled as flames  
roared out of the stack of the museum’s  24-foot-high kiln,  
heated to 1,900 degrees to fire 800 redware pots stacked inside. 

     

Harvest symbol figurines  
imported from England,  
circa late 18th or early  
19th century.

19th-century salt-glazed 
stoneware crock with  
cobalt decoration, probably 
from New England.

Creamware English 
teapot, circa 1765-70, 
press-molded in a 
cauliflower pattern.



Four thousand people packed their strollers, their blankets and their picnic baskets  
and headed to Osv’s                                   on a perfect evening the Fourth of July. fireworks
Four thousand people packed their strollers, their blankets, and their picnic baskets  
and headed to Osv’s                                   on a perfect Fourth of July evening.



Honoring and protecting the past

not surprisingly, everything we do at Old sturbridge village centers 
around protecting the past – from demonstrating long-lost skills to raising 
heritage-breed animals, heirloom plants, and caring for antique build-
ings. Highlights last year included the careful reStOratiOn Of the Salem 
tOWne hOuSe fOyer, replicating paint, wallpaper, and floor coverings 
authentic to the village time period. this effort was funded by a  
generous gift from hOnOrary truStee gertrude WellS brennan.  

Keeping the village’s antique buildings in good repair can be tedious,  
but last year we made one such project a “teachable moment” by inviting 
lOcal high SchOOl carpentry StudentS tO JOin uS in replacing  
Our cOOper ShOp rOOf. not only did we have more hands wielding 
hammers, but the students learned a lot about historical carpentry  
techniques, including use of an 1830s-style “shingling hatchet.”

Sometimes preserving the past  
can be a bridge to the future ... quite literally. 
last year, we discovered our historic VermOnt cOVered bridge was in 
a serious state of disrepair, listing a full 7 inches and requiring $50,000 
in unbudgeted repairs. 

racing to find a solution before the high-traffic summer season, we 
turned to Members and supporters for help. Within hours of putting  
out the first appeal, donations poured in from all over the country.  
         

conservation, stewardship, tradition

    these donations exceeded our goal and forged 
new relationships for the village. the largest 
donation came from a member in hOnOr Of 
hiS grandfather, who was a covered bridge 
aficionado. and not only did this donor save  
our bridge – he joined our board of trustees!

Connections like this remind us that when you work hard to 
protect the past, good things can happen in the future. i am thankful for 
last year’s success and for the people who made it possible. While there is 
still a long road ahead, all of us at the village are energized by the success 
we experienced in 2010 with your help and support. together, we will  
continue to paint a brighter future for our museum in 2011 and beyond. 

  thank yOu fOr yOur SuppOrt. 

  Jim donahue
  President and CEO20 21
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leadershipreport from the Chairman

as Charles dickens once said, “it was the best of times. it was the 
worst of times.” that’s how things looked at the village two years ago  
as i prepared my first report as Chairman. things were starting to  
turn around with the able leadership of our president, Jim donahue.  
We had increased fundraising, and, for the first time in years, we had  
increased our attendance. However, was it too late? even our auditors  
said, “… the organization may be unable to continue in its current  
form as a going concern ...” 

Well, it wasn’t too late. We have now increased our attendance for three 
years in a row, for the first time since the 1970s! We have also managed  
to balance our operating budget for two years in a row, and our auditors  
no longer question whether we are a “going concern.” 

How did we do it? We did it as a team; our  
president, our board of trustees, our staff, and 
our volunteers have all pitched in. We could  
not have done it unless we succeeded in all facets: 
increasing fundraising, memberships, atten-
dance, and volunteers, while cutting expenses  
and improving the quality of the programs that 
are delivered. Our operations have stabilized. 

                to ensure the future of the village, the board of 
                                          trustees is of one mind. We must eliminate our 
long-term debt. eliminating this debt will add approximately $380,000 
to our bottom line in the first year alone. this shot in the arm would  
enable us to address deferred maintenance needs on our historic build-
ings, and continue to grow our programs in education, interpretation,  
and collections. 

in conclusion, i want to thank the board of trustees, the staff, and our 
volunteers for the support they have provided the village these last three 
years, and, most importantly, i want to thank our president, Jim donahue. 
the decision by the board of trustees to offer Jim the position of  
president was the best decision – and the most important decision –  
in which i have ever participated. We look forward to more years of success 
at the village under Jim’s thoughtful guidance and inspired leadership.

  Michael d. brockelman
  Chairman, Old Sturbridge Village

Michael brockelman, Chairman
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randall and Francesca stratton
Chip and lois sugrue (1946)
Herbert M. and Jean s. varnum
Michael villano
virginia H. White
John and abby Yozell

Pliny and Delia Freeman 
Society
($250-$499)
anonymous 
dale C. anderson
William s. andreas
bryant and elisabeth andrews
Matthew barber and leslie brokaw
James H. and georgia b. barnhill
Katherine l. and William g. beattie
norma and John boniface
senator stephen M. brewer
gary l. bridgman
James b. broadhurst
douglas p. butler
ellen Catlin
Jon b. Chaney
peter t. Chechile
robert p. Chorney
rick Churchill and Fred blair
robert d. Ciskowski and  

Kathryn d. Held
vivian J. and edward Clarke
nancy M. Cline
Joseph a. and darcy Coderre
thomas F. X. Cole and  

elizabeth M. Cooney
david W. and Joan l. Cooney
Marjorie a. Cooper
robert C. Cornoni
albert r. and  

barbara a. Cournoyer
susan r. and  

Marc a. daniel-dreyfus
Joy K. derock
lyn l. and James F. des Marais
edward and elaine donahue
Jay and rachel egan
richard M. ehrlich
richard, Joyce and  

emmet eichacker
Catherine M. Fennelly
bruce a. and lucia b. Field
robert l. and linda  J. Fiscus
James g. and elizabeth F. Fisher
Warner s. and Mary F. Fletcher
Mark W. and  Janice i. Fuller
brian and amy galonek (1946)
thomas and virginia gasho
donald C. and Jacqueline g. gay
daniel  J. and Judith H. grillo
brenda e. Hallenbeck and  

gerard palace
laura M. and robert t. Harrison
Harry Hazlehurst, iii and  

Marion Hazlehurst
david J. and Joan M. Healy
John r. and georgette Heerwagen
brian W. and susan C. Hill
J. edward Hood and nan Wolverton
andrew and Mariel Houle
patricia a. Hussey
Carl r. and Margaret M. Johnson
stephanie e. Keaney
Craig a. and Hope Kelley
Kevin Kesby
W. duane Kidwell
edward r. King
Michael and Karen Kuchta
steven M. and Mary lacaire
b. gresh and nancy lattimore

Matthew and laura lech
sandra leMieux
ronald e. and Judith J. lindblad
Marvin and Frances Mann
dudley r. and Joan b. Marsh
andrea l. Marth and  

don duhadaway
aaron J. and nicole a. Mcgarry
William C. and Joy W. Mcgovern
William J. and Joanna Miller
William and nancy Monahan
ann elizabeth Mosher
patricia O. newton, roger newton, 

and Murray newton
Jeanne M. and robert g. nichols
lawrence e. and alyson r. Ober
richard O. and donice pancost
todd r. and Heather a. panico
ralph a. peck, Jr. and Jane M. peck
Wayne e. phaneuf and lori Myers
gordon g. and Francoise pratt
david a. and diane i. rajotte
richard J. and barbara J. rossman
Howard J. and nan K. sands
irving schoppe and  

June a. schoppe
Kathleen and robert scoble
natalie M. shaw and Karen shaw
Josephine g. and  

leslie e. sheldon, iii
daniel W. and  

Carol p. shimek
Constance small
Joseph s. and Karen a. spiewak 

(1946)
Jeffrey a. stolz and  

elizabeth Coolidge-stolz
alice streitwieser-Morgan
roger stube and anita lam
Martha n. sullivan
Janina swiacki
stephen J. and Cheryl szydlik
John e. and Judith d. taylor
richard l. and  

Carolyn H. thompson
robert W. and  

brenda g. thompson
peter H. tillou
vermont Covered bridge society
don M. and alethia g. White
linda M. Wilder Curtis
anne r. Wilson
Judith t. and Clifford W. Wood
Joseph and raki Zwiebel

Contributing
($150-$249)
anonymous
thomas J. and nancy l. ackley
david J. and Kristen M. albright
Margaret batting
david F. and sarah l. biron
Christopher W. and  

Charlotte a. bramley
Christopher J. and  

Carolyn a. brandt
James bright
robyn and Mack brothers
lavinia r. buck
richard l. and Claudia bushman
ann e. and daniel Carlson

Visionary Circle
($25,000 and more)
anonymous
John and Marilyn K. Kucharski 

(1946)
Joseph d. Messler, Jr.
robert W. reeder, iii and  

lorraine reeder
richard g. schulze (1946)
Helen a. titus
susan s. and robert a. vincent

President’s Circle
($10,000- $24,999)
anonymous 
ann Marie and John g. argitis 

(1946)
george F. booth, ii
Michael d. and  

Mary ann brockelman
Michael Cimini and  

angela Cheng-Cimini (1946)
John a. and Judith a. Currie 

(1946)
donna a. deCorleto
nancy e. dempze and dan bailey 

(1946)
James W. and alvonia H. Fitzhugh 

(1946)
david b. and Frances W. Magee
lisa W. and Charles† Markham

Salem and Sally Towne 
Society
($5,000-$9,999)
norm abram and elise Hauenstein
John J. argitis
nancy b. beatty
Carl e. breyer, Jr. and  

Mary p. breyer
susan b. and donald Collins
linda and peter Connly (1946)
louis e. Fazen and n. lynn eckhert
richard b. and sarah C. Hardy
William H. and Judith McClurg 

(1946)
Cynthia b. and david Michener 

(1946)
beatrice a. Miller
bruce d. and elizabeth W. Moir
robert b. Muenzberg, Jr. and  

sue Muenzberg
Margaret H. and Jeffrey H. pierce

Asa and Susan Knight 
Society
($2,500-$4,999)
anonymous
david W. and laura e. argitis 

(1946)
david badrick
James and Judy bergin
ralph C. bloom
lincoln H. and  

virginia H. bordeaux
barry M. burriesci
Marjorie v. butcher
philip and Kathleen Cambo

M. lou Cataldo
alina and ronald Chand (1946)
Kay l. Clausen
James r. Cottrell, Jr. and  

Harriet a. Otis
Joel e. and thora F. dumont
Joan Ferguson
dorothy C. Fullam
James a. and patricia a. goode
William d. Hamill
Karen l. Howat
Michael and linda lyons
barrett and Mahroo t. Morgan 

(1946)
bichop J. and linda l. nawrot 

(1946)
Jane e. and dennis a. neslusan
Mary and terence O’Coin (1946)
dennis C. and Carol H. O’dowd
peter a. paskevich
elizabeth H. and alan s. peppel
robert e. and Mary a. roemer 

(1946)
Jon J. skillman and luanne selk

Sturbridge Society 
 ($1,500-$2,499)  
anonymous  
John e. and Kay e. bassett  
edward W. bettke  
gertrude Wells brennan  
david and nancy brunell (1946)  
edward lee Cave  
suzanne and anthony Fantaroni  
     (1946)  
John v. Frank  
r. reed and lois H. grimwade  
reed and therese Hillman  
Marianne J. and John Jeppson  
patricia b. and robert p. Kiley  
Keith l. and elaine Knowlton  
ann and peter lindblad  
paul damon and Jackie littlefield  
david r. and arlene K. Maack   
     (1946)  
Ken and diane Mandile  
gary s. and virginia d. McKinstry  
      (1946)  
anthony C. and sally pini (1946)  
paul s. and anne t. rapo  
Mary s. risley  
lee H. and Cecilia sandwen  
John W. scott  
leonard a. and patricia M. vairo  
      (1946)  
alexander J. Wall, iii and  
     Kathleen r. Wall  
Carolyn and denis J. Walsh, iii  
Worcester Men of song 
richard p. and sandra K. Zimon 

Federalist Society
($1,000-$1,499)
anonymous
richard a. altman
William t. babcock
thomas a. bainbridge and  

sandra K. Millard

paul e. baran
Michael barrett and  

Kathleen dugan
elaine beals
Keith and tricia blanchette (1946)
dorothy d. brandenberger
Jeffrey s. and vivian H. brooks
paul and Mary brough
Henry J. and elaine Ciborowski
denise b. and robert b. Clemence 

(1946)
richard r. and patricia Clemence
lisa and steven dalberth (1946)
raymond and Judith Jaeger (1946) 
stephanie dell-Olio luchino
david r. and Molly W. dye
Marilyn Forke
Janet e. and robert H. garon
robert and Connie gibson (1946)
Constance godfrey
david r. and rosalie grenon
thomas M. Hall
donald e. and ann F. Hare
richard n. Hood
sherri and tom Hostage (1946)
Jayne Jewell and alphonso esposito 

(1946)
Harry M. Johnson
Henry r. Keene
alison C. Kenary
bradley King
Juliet r. libby
James b. lyon
John e. J. Mcauliffe
Michael Mcglone and elsa rivera 

(1946)
richard a. and Joan M. Mcgrath 

(1946)
pauline Moore
peter s. and Jerry Morgan
arthur M. and Martha r. pappas
russell J. and Jennifer peotter
John p. and tammy C. rawls
John a. and nancy a. ringrose
paul F. scully
alberta sebolt george and  

albert J. george
Charles t. skillings
virginia sloane
Matthew and Janice K. sosik (1946)
John and suzanne stagias (1946)
peter and Helen stansky (1946)
Joseph and Charlene stolberg 

(1946)
thurston and sharon twigg-smith
ronald J. and Kathy d. vairo 

(1946)
John H. and nancy J. Whiton
barbara H. Wuth

Emerson and Laura Bixby 
Society
($500-$999)
anonymous
virginia l. aldrich
douglas H. and leslie anderson
John and susan bassick
richard a. and ann Marie bellico
lydia blacker (1946)

† indicates deceased                                                                          (1946) indicates 1946 Circle Donors
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,

Carolyn bellil
roland a. and  

M. adrienne bencivenni
eric and Kristen bene
James and Kristin benini
andre and Christina benoit
John F. and denise M. benoit
richard and teresa benoit
ronald l. and luann v. benoit
Christine benware
stephen and peni berger
Max bermann
ronald l. bernier and  

ronald a. godfrin
Michael a. bertheaud and  

elizabeth Y. bertheaud
penelope and robert berube
doris l. bessette
barbara betkowski
thomas bialek
Joseph J. bielamowicz, Jr. and 

Maryann bielamowicz
louis H. g. bier and Helene bier
billerica Colonial Minute Men
larry l. and laura J. biro
norman bitsoli
Florrie and Jay blackbird
Judith blak
dwight blake
nancy l. and Jacob l. bloom
Carolyn a. and gene boehne
patti boerner
alyssa boggis
lorraine bohleen
susan M. and anthony r. boisvert
Christopher g. and  

Catherine M. bolduc
Jean-paul bonneau
debra booth
pauline and lee b. borden
gary l. and Fidelia b. boshears
sheila a. botti and  

rocco a. Marino
shondra boucher
Mark boudreau and Karen baldyga
david and linda bourgeois
lillian bousquet
roger r. bradford
Wendy bradley and taff tschamler
peter and Jennifer bradshaw
gordon C. and lou anne branche
Kathleen and James brandt
Michael and patricia branowicki
Mary and edward J. bresnahan, Jr.
laura t. and eustaquio bretas
richard bridges
William and Marcia briggs
F. gorham brigham, Jr. and  

amy b. brigham
ellen M. and steven r. brill
alice s. britton
bonnie britz
arthur J. brockelman, Jr. and 

nancy J. brockelman
susan brogan
alfred e. brooks
susan brosseau
david C. brough
Clifford W. brown and  

Marilyn brownell
david s. and Christine d. brown

donald p. and robin H. brown
John and laurel brown
robert H. and sally M. brown
roy and Margaret brown
William t. brown
allan p. and Kathy a. bruckner
albert O. and Carol brunelle
douglas J. and  

Christina r. brunner
Frank brunner
Charles bruno
sean and emily bryan
robert s. and Kristin W. buchanan
gerald and lorraine buchas
arne e. buck
david r. and sally a. buffum
george J. and Madeline bunder
sharon burchfield
raymond d. and susan M. burk
sean and Jennifer burke
Clarence a. burley
richard C. and linda burque
emma K. butenas
raymond d. and susan J. butler
robert l. butterworth
robert J. Cabana
thomas F. and Kathy Cahill
John W. Calkins
dana l. Campbell
James s. and Karen a. Campbell
John H. Campbell
lorri Campelo
Joseph Campisi
lucille a. and John F. Canavan
John r. and Michele Canevari
richard p. Canuteson and  

rebecca J. Canuteson
rosemary H. Capece
lee and Wendy Cappola (1946)
John p. and ann M. Carey
shelly Carey
ronald p. and andrea J. Carlson
patrick and Kristen Carnahan
robert and patricia Carnegie
andrea and Michael Carroll
sandra and robert Carroll
Carol a. and richard W. Carter
andrea l. Caruso
Matthew g. and elyse C. Caruso
deborah d. Cary and  

Charles r. Cary, ii
aaron Casey
daniel and eileen r. Casey
Melissa K. and  

robert H. Cassells, Jr.
adrienne J. Cavarly
Wendy M. and  

richard p. Cehon, Jr.
Joan M. Celuzza
r. thomas and Carol g. Cerny
scott and adrena Chace
dean p. and Michele H. Chaffe
the Chafouleas Family
Kristen and sharyden Chamberlain
alfred C. and Janet M. Champagne
Michelle and Wayne Champagne
Christa and Kevin Chandler
Christopher Chandler
nicholas Chandler
raymond a. and  

patricia a. Chappell

Joseph W. Chevarley, Jr. and  
Judith M. Chevarley

Katherine Chiappetta
Carlton and phyllis Chickering
Catherine O. Childs
alfred and bonnie Chock
edward Chojnicki
robert J. and annette M. Christie
Karen Chu
leo t. Chylack, Jr. and  

sara l. Chylack
sarah Clark
Hamer d. Clarke and  

dawn e. Clarke
Jennifer Clarke
Wayne and Michele Clayborne
elizabeth b. Click
Mary ellen Clifford
dennis Close
Mark and Zandra Cloutier
Margaret Coatney
Walter H. and Carol C. Cochran
amy Coddington
parker Coddington and  

deborah McKinstry
Christina e. Coderre
John s. and patricia p. Colkos
lester K. and donna Jean Collett
bella Collette
Marta-Maria and Mark C. Collins
Kathleen M. Comer
Mark l. and Karen a. Conners
Christopher d. and  

rebecca F. Connole
sheila Connolly
robert a. and susan H. Console
alexis p. d. and samuel J. Conte
ruth s. Converse
Marcia M. and Matthew e. Cook
nancy n. Cook
richard and Claire Cook
peter b. Cooper and  

diana starr Cooper
Michael Cormier and  

Marcella pirner-Cormier
lee Correira
William a. and darexa C. Cosnett
david and Jean Cossey
roger r. and theresa a. Coulombe
Judith M. Coulon
glenn r. and dale Coulter
sandy and ron Couture
linda Cragin
virginia M. Crane
rodney r. and ruth a. Creswell
stephen and deborah Crews
elizabeth Crosby
Joseph F. Cullon and  

Charlotte Haller
Maryann Cunniff
dorothy Cunningham
doug Cutler and Yoly gomez
ruth and James Cyphers
anthony and sandra dadalt
nicholas J. and Hillary a. dadalt
nicholas and barbara g. dainiak
robert J. and Kim e. danek
garfield W. and  

sylvia s. danenhower
Fellegara daniela

renée M. and Wayne Chambers
Jeffrey W. Champlin
paul a. and elizabeth a. Cilley
Martha M. Cobbs
priscilla Cogan
Carole M. and John t. Cox
Harold s. Crowley, Jr.
paul J. damery
roy K. and lorraine danischewski
glenn C. deMallie
lenny and bernice C. demers
robert and lois desaulniers
Joseph v. and Mary e. destefano
glenn and Janet deYoung
david W. and barbara d. dykhouse
Helen J. emrich
Walter J. and Mary J. engels
Joseph g. and Frances Y. evan
dean and Janet O. Fales
William and susan Farr
tony Felice and  

Marybeth gorke-Felice
Joel Finn and ann smith-Finn
david r. and linda s. Fisher
dennis and amelia Flaherty
James M. and linda M. Fleming
brenda Fowler
Jerome and deborah Fraine
alan C. and Cheryl a. Fraser
douglas r. Frink
shirley g. and robert W. gailey
Molly M. and samuel a. galano
Michael l. and linda J. gardner
Maureen l. glowik
James l. and debra K. gomes
dan and Kelly gonya
robert J. and Mimi e. grant
albert b. and arlene l. gray
robert b. and Katherine l. green
eileen F. grimmer
Mrs. newell d. Hale
robert and pamela Hennip
thomas g. Holt and  

Myra Fujimoto Holt
donald e. and beatrice Hooper
nelson J. Horr
richard p. and ella Houlihan
John s. and susan p. Howland
virginia W. Hughes
Carle a. and lynda b. Johnson
robert e. and Joan C. Jubinville
paul g. and beth a. Kheboian
gary t. and deborah a. Kimball
dennis r. Knight
allen a. and sharon a. Krause
Claude and gail la plume
lynn a. and Kenneth b. lacey
lucille a. langlois
Kenn larochelle
vincent and elena latlippe
richard C. lavigne
daniel lavoie
norman leblanc
Charles and aline lemaitre
bob and Kathleen r. leveillee
tedd and Carol levy
William t. lonergan, Jr. and  

Jean b. lonergan
iain M. and Cynthia K. MacKay
Mel and Molly Martinez

victor and Jolie Matheson
Joan H. and andrew C. McCulloch
daniel b. Mcduffie
Judith l. Mcnatt
Michael and susan Megliola
bernard F. Meyer
Michael F. and sharon e. Miller
Kara and Kyle Milotte
daniel J. and Janet a. Mullen
barrett and dorothy nichols
Marcia e. pendleton
Carl e. phillips
Hertha M. e. platzer
Frank W. and anne l. puffer
Kenneth J. and Mary Jane Quarti
arline W. rayner
gail reen
scott M. reichenberg
nick and Martha risom
donald F. and bethany a. roberts
d. richard and lois C. rodi
Michael J. and Joan W. rossi
John C. and Cynthia H. rothwell
roy s. rovozzo
robin and Ken savinelli
leslie d. and robert e. schleis
Jane r. scott
nancy l. sencabaugh and  

John Maciaszczyk
Winston C. sheppard
theodore g. and peg slaiby
Jeffrey e. and diane M. soukup
John r. and evelyn r. stearns
John F. stevens and  

nancy d. berube
dee and bob stewart
donald H. and  

Katherine C. stuhlman
Walter szwetkowski and  

nancy dekorp
Jeanne thomas and Heidi slaney
Foss tighe and linda Colby
bert J. and lucy a. vanderhoof
robert M. Whelan, Jr. and  

Kathleen M. Whelan
emmet J. and linda J. Whitehead
arnold p. and Christine a. Wilson
richard t. Winn and  

Corinne broderick
lucy H. Wong
Clifford Wunderlich and  

david shuckra
James and Jane Zavistoski

Participating
(under $150)
anonymous 
gregory t. and erin H. abrams
Charles and Jane accatino
robert M. and elizabeth l. adam
James d. and Jennifer C. adams
dawn C. and Joseph adiletta
dorothy C. ahearn and John ahern
Karen C. ahearn
donald e. ahlberg
eric e. and sarah r. akstin
robert H. and  

Melinda s. alexander
paul e. alger
alvino aliberti

albert d. and M. Joyce allard
douglas H. and amy e. allen
Jeannette a. allen
sarah allen
donald e. allison and  

alison d. snyder
steve and betsy alspach
edward l. amaral
Myra ambrogi
sharon s. ambrose
american legion
James l. and elizabeth ammon
donna b. anderson
ruth l. and david M. anderson
stephen andrews
Justin l. ankerman
laura armstrong
todd and patricia arney
david M. and susie M. arnold
george b. arnold, Jr. and  

Harriet t. arnold
daniel d. and tanya ashe
Judith asoian
ruth M. atcheson
Joseph p. athanas
elizabeth atkins
Clark e. and Judith l. austin
Kevin and elizabeth austin
isobel J. baade
linda babbitt
deborah bachand
Jennifer bachand
dougles b. and Carol a. badger
regina K. badura and  

egbert e. Most
rich and Marge bagley
Harriett H. bailey
shirley e. and Winston s. bailey
astrid and nelson bairos
Karen H. and scott a. baker
sara baker
george a. balko
Joan F. and Fred ballestrini
Joseph F. and Maura p. barbato
tom and Cheryl barber
Jeffrey d. barnes and  

suzanne palitsch barnes
susan H. barnett
ann and Ken barrepski
dwight K. bartlett, iii and  

Helen stough
lee Farnsworth bartlett, iii
lynne Z. and david J. bassett
scot bateman
Christine bates
gordon and Joan p. battye
e. roy and sally baum (1946)
Jerry bays
pamela e. beall
lisa M. beaudin
Karen beaudoin
norma beaudry
John and Jean beaupre
ronald J. beaupre and  

susan M. Whitman
richard and lorraine behrens
david a. and virginia e. belforte
Charles a. and Joanne M. belisle
Kevin bell
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John r. and Kelli e. gunagan
Walter t. and Carla g. gunn
John C. and Mary e. gustavsen
donald and nancy Haapakoski
Carl and Joyce Hagenstein
thomas p. and Jenny F. Haggerty
gregory and barbara l. Hale
elaine Hall
stanley a. Hamel
rebecca Hamilton smith and  

bernard Oakley
thruston Hammer
Mary Jane and Hans Hansen
John and susan Hanson
Cynthia Harbeson
richard H. and lilian Harder
paul t. and Jane Hare
Jack M. and tomomi a. Haringa
robert s. and ursula W. Harper
stephen M. Harper and  

Jean M. Keating-Harper
Michael Harrigan and  

brian Harrigan
irene C. Harrington
timothy and Minnette Harrington
Clayton C. Harris
leon and paula Harrison
Chad and Carolyn a. Hart
Michael and Joanne Hart
eric Harting and  

donna K. Keesling
david and louise Hartman
gail Hartshorn
Carol r. Hartz
Michael and sharon l. Haselkorn
lois b. Hastings
e. Morris and Marcie d. Hayn
William H. and Catherine e. Heald
Maureen Healy
Judith a. and ronald l. Hebert
evelyn t. and James Heffernan
Jeffrey p. and Catherine e. Hehman
nancy g. Heinlein
alexander C. Heinricher
gerald W. and barbara J. Helbig
Walter and susan Helm
Jacqueline a. Hemeon
rebecca Hemney
laurel Henderson
Charles Hendrick and lois Kemmer
Karen Henkel and  

a. bruce Campbell
William M. and Marie e. Herlich
John F. Hess
Henry F. Hicks, Jr. and  

amy louise Hicks
Wendy d. and gary a. Hietala
robert l. and raycene Hilsher
Judith Hitchcock
Jessica a. and John Hoadley
anita C. Hochstein and  

James Cooke
pamela and arthur Holbrook
david J. and Karen H. Hook
Olive l. and neal C. Hooper
paul F. and phyllis J. Hope
James d. and sabina Horne
philip e. Hoskins
Harry r. Howard
Mary Howarth
Christopher a. and  

serena a. Howes
lois Howry
thomas C. and susan d. Huard
terry e. and Cheryl Huber
richard and linda M. Huck
Maria Huff
dean a. and beverly Huggins
robert M. and Maria Hughes
Carl and danielle Hultgren
lloyd l. and susan e. Hunt
John p. Hussey
Joe iamartini
alfred r. izzo
douglas Jacobs and  

tilia Klebenov Jacobs
Clas a. and diane s. Jacobson
loretta Jalbert
James d. Julia inc.
Kathleen M. and daniel t. Jamroz
richard and Julie p. Jaquish
douglas and Maureen Jendras
Catherine W. Jenkins
Christopher W. and Julia C. Jenkins
Howard t. and Carol l. Jensen
beth and stephen Johnson
d. alden and patricia a. Johnson 

(1946)
gary p. Johnson and luana Josvold
patricia M. and thomas F. Johnson
robert e. Johnson, Jr. and  

Marion M. Johnson
arlene Johnson-drawbridge
barbara Jones
todd and nancy Jones
Joyce a. Jordan
louise e. Jordan
John Jorgenson
david M. and ellen M. Joy
valerie Joyce
theodore F. Judd
rudolph and audrey Julian
Michael a. Kaciuba, Jr. and  

patricia Kaciuba
peter W. and Joyce e. Kalika
thomas and diane Kane
Jeremy and sandra Kantrowitz
Martin and nancy Karlon
richard Kaskeski
Joseph p. and Helene r. Kasprzak
timothy J. and Kimberly K. Kats
Jeffrey a. and Charlotte e. Keeler
John F. Keenan
Kevin Kehoe
Joseph l. Keith, iii and  

sara M. Keith
robert and Carol Kelleher
tom Kelleher
lois W. Kelley
peter J. and Cheryl Kelley
Xavier Kelley
Kathie s. Kelly and dennis J. Kelly
patrick a. Kelly and  

Cynthia l. spell
sherman and linda Kelsey
lois Jean Kemmer
richard p. and Jeanne a. Kempskie
laurey C. and  

anne-Marie Kenerson
robert and Mary Kennedy (1946)
steven and Melissa Kent
nancy Kesseli

John p. Ketler
nancy e. and robert r. Kimball
Kenneth F. Kinsey
Catherine M. and Kevin a. Kirby
Joseph and patricia Kislo
John and Jolynn Kittel
John b. and barbara Kleiman
Christina C. and robert H. Knight
peter C. and deborah s. Knight
sheila Kohler
bruce and Jayne Kolbe (1946)
vincent M. Kordack
dmetro and dorothy Kormeluk
gerald and susan Kortfelt
bruce and donna Kosa
peter n. and sandra p. Kotsifas
anthony J. and patricia M. Koziol
John J. and sara d. Koziol
John F. and alberta a. Kozma
david and barbara p. Krashes
robert and elissa Kraus
donald H. and Kathleen M. Kray
Michael r. and regina M. Krejsa
louis r. and teresa a. Kronfeld
nelda b. Kubat
nancy Kubetin
anthony and edith p. Kubica
richard Kubica
david and patti Kula
roberta g. and William C. Kulas
Catherine s. Kunashevsky
rodney Kuoisine
stanley Kuperstein
peter and loren Kushner
Francis r. and Claudia M. labbe
raul and barbara b. laborde
donald J. and Carol a. laCroix
gerard e. laFleche
richard and patricia lafontaine
Francis and gwen e. lallier
beatrice and roland p. lambalot
James b. and lisa C. lamoureux
twila K. and John d. lanciani
Jane e. landgren
Margaret lang
paul lang
robert lang
donald K. and elinor H. lange
david and Christine langlois
richard lapierre
Joanne and dennis laplante
thomas J. and nina b. laplante
robert t. laprade
Joseph and loretta laput
dennis g. and Julie a. lardizzone
Jay and sally larmon
Joel p. and elizabeth s. larose
the lasker Family
phoebe lasswell
talbert e. and irma H. lauter
rosemary laverdiere
patricia lavin
danielle lawton and  

Karl Hartshorn
barbara M. le page
david a. leach and  

laurie J. laChapelle
norman H. and  

Margaretha leathers
gabriel and Katherine leblanc
barbara W. leduc

g. allan dash, iii and  
georgia p. dash

robert a. and Carol J. davis
John M. and elizabeth O. dean
alan degutis and elaine Johnson
Marilyn dekan
paul and pamela delacey
Kevin M. and Cynthia t. delaney
gregory p. and Carol i. delapp
suzanne e. delesdernier
Kathy demarest
Joseph M. and susan s. deMartino
William a. and anne b. dempsey
george and susan denault
Mark and shirley denning
Howard b. and virginia p. denslow
deborah J. depratti
dorothy b. derick
brian s. and sarah e. derita
Mark and Jennifer derKazarian
roman W. and ruth a. desanctis
salvatore and susan desimone
Frank and June desorbo
Jo-ann M. and paul a. desrochers
edward d. and irene M. desrosier
don detenber
Henry b. and Jane K. dewey
albert F. and Zarri r. dhembe
linda a., Jeannette M. and  

theresa J. dhembe
William C. and  

debra M. dieffenbacher
raymond digregorio
Colleen diMarzio-richards and 

Christopher richards
pauline dina
William l. and peggy dixon
Charles and rosaline dobrowolski
James and Mary dolan
suzanne M. donahue
richard F. and rebecca donohue
Margaret b. doolan
leah doret
Marcia a. dorey and  

John C. dorey †
richard and Wendy doucette
Hannah dowd
Joseph C. and lynne e. dowden
thomas and Mary b. dowling
Margaret and patrick doyle
gary and denise drapeau
Mary anne drawe
William J. and Mary drena
Howard drobner and  

Maxine garbo
Marie r. drogue
brian J. drumm
thomas drzal
norman t. dubuc
brenda and dale ducasse
James p. and Mary a. duffy
raymond W. and Helen M. duffy
nancy b. dugan
Katherine dull and tracy Cavanagh
Kenneth F. and Melanie dull
robert a. and Karoline g. duncan
scott and patricia dungey
William and lynne dunn
albert J. dupont and  

robin C. desrosiers
david a. and linda C. durfee

lori a. and robert dusza, Jr.
Christopher l. and  

Karin l. dutton
duval Family
douglas K. earle
Harriet e. and  

Frederick r. eckhardt (1946)
Marc t. and lynn d. edgar
John r. and barbara p. edmondson
Marion W. egan and  

Heather a. egan
John t. and Christine C. ellis
Michael and Cathleen ellis
randy J. and  

Christine v. ellithorpe
rebecca and david a. elmer
James a. and barbara J. england
Connie and david english
Kenneth a. ent
arthur erickson and roy erickson
Jolene ernst
linwood M. erskine, Jr.
ethan espinoza
david a. and norma s. evans
thomas and pamela evard
erik M. evensen
lynne e. ewen
William l. and Katherine p. ewen
Olaf and amy p. Faeskorn
robert J. and Wanda J. Fafard
steven a. Fangmann and  

lucia d. Fangmann
ralph l. and laurie J. Fantini
robert Fardin
reginald W. Farr, iii
david H. and elizabeth g. Farrell
paul J. and paulette H. Farris
dale and lucette Favreau
stephen J. and patricia a. Fedak
david s. and Cindy a. Fehringer
allan M. Feldman
norman g. and Janet l. Fellows
Margaret Ferguson
steve Ferrarone
Michael and susan Ferri
Kevin g. and lynne M. Ferrigno
robert J. and geraldine C. Ferris
Fieldston lower school
andrew and Jennifer Filler
robert and ellen C. Finelli
gunther and thais J. Fischel
Melissa Fischer and Mark schleinitz
anne e. Fisher
aubrey v. Fisher
victoria and george Fisher
William and anne Fisher
robert a. and elaine W. Fisk
brian and Michelle Fitzgerald
Michael Fitzgerald
deborah t. Flavia
david g. and Mary Flinn
louis and Marguerite C. Flowers
ellie Flynn
paul J. and Jane Foley
peter J. Foley and ellen K. russell
ronald and ann M. Follo
george O. Fontaine, iii and  

elizabeth s. Fontaine
Mary Fontana
Katina Fontes
Keith d. and Cathy a. Ford

Christopher H. and  
Melissa r. Forest

Jim and susan Forrest
lynnette e. Foucher
Jean a. and richard O. Fournier
William and Joan C. Fredericksen
avrum and susan Freelund
robert and Carol a. Freeman
george a. and Christine g. French
debra Friedman
david and Carla Friedrich
eileen g. Fritz
arthur Frost and Mary springer
burton r. and Margaret r. Frost
Jean O. Frost
James F. and teresa a. Fucini
lawrence p. and laura H. Fuhro
bernard Fuller
Franz and ardagh Futterknecht
peter and elizabeth Fyrberg
guy and allison gabrielson
Keith and Kimberly gajewski
Modestina galati
louis and Martha galie
William J. and elizabeth a. gannon
John gardiner
les and nancy gardner (1946)
Joshua and regina garvey
roland a. and polly gauthier
donna g. gay
gerard and laura geggis
peter a. and nora gerardi
James and Julie gerrish (1946)
Fred C. and gail a. gersch
Malcolm d. and elizabeth F. gibb
ann l. gibson
James a. and Holly a. gilbert
the gilbert Family
alfred W. gillette
Cheryl a. giovannucci
aline l. girouard
Michael J. and leila l. glaser
eric and Jennifer glass
sean glennon and Maureen turner
James glickman and elissa gelfand
roger W. and brenda l. glode
vicki e. goehring
phil b. and penny goncalves (1946)
aaron and beverly K. goodale
John goodale
seth and Jenna goodman
Mary s. and sydney r. goodrich
dirck and elizabeth goss
Kathleen gould
Frank and barbara grabowski
edward K. and susan grace
paul a. graf
William J. and susan l. grandone
david M. and Kathryn a. gravel
Kristy and Jeremy graves
elizabeth greely
Kathleen J. greene
Mary e. gresham
Maureen grinnell
dara M. and brett M. griswold
Judith and david grosjean
venerdi and Catherine grumoli
david t. and Janet r. grzybowski
terri guetti (1946)
denise and daniel gugliotti
roger and Janice gullo
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susan a. Owens
William W. Owens, Jr.
theresa panny
g. Michael papaz
aslanis pappas and Karen Hirning
robert l. and deborah M. paquette
park school
pamela e. parker
donald F. and Mary M. parlin
William M. and sandra l. parsons
John and elizabeth l. pashkovsky
todd and lorraine patrie
Mary patulak
Jeffrey a. and sandra peck
sandra peck
James peden
richard and Carol pellegrine
Chad J. and Jennifer a. pelletier
lawrence and linda J. pelletier
bruce d. and Janice M. penney
bruce J. and betsy pennino
Jeffrey penny
Matthew and elizabeth pereira
Katharine perkins
Charles and Karrie perry
daniel W. and Charleen O. perry
John p. peterkin
ruth peters
elizabeth peterson
John W. and patricia b. peterson
Frank K. pfeiffer
bernard and Janice phaneuf
vicky C. pharr
roger t. and ann M. phillips
susan J. phillips
david and Joyce pierangelo
robert b. pierce, Jr. and  

Marita pierce
Matthew and laura a. pinson
n. William and genevieve pioppi
stephen and Cynthia pitcher
louis W. pitt
philip l. and Marsha r. platt
Christopher and Joanne podles
robert a. and dawn l. polmatier
robert and alice pomponio
Joel popkin
louise M. power
James t. and rita powers
n. douglas and susan l. powers
William J. and amy O. prado
Kenneth W. and laurette M. pratt
eileen prior
the przystas Family
virginia pudelko
Charles H. pugsley and  

Jeanette schier-pugsley
Mark r. and Kathleen puliafico
susan Quick
douglas W. and sandy Quigley
Quilter studio appleberry Fabrics
Quinebaug lodge of ancient Free 

and accepted Masons
valerie J. and stephen M. Quink
Kevin p. and Mary lou Quinlan
John r. and denise Quinn
Carleton l. Quint
gerald and barbara raasch
John r. and paula J. raczkowski
James and Heather radziewicz
Kathleen and Mary rahilly

naveed and Caroline rahman
leonard rea
george reeve
ruth reichel
Carole a. reiszel and  

Carmine a. vaccarino
phillip a. and Janet renn
rehabilitative resources inc.
William and ellen rewinski
andrew p. and Wendy K. rezendes
daniel a. and alicia a. rice
laurie and roger richard
bethany richardson
amy richter and Jim eber
samuel g. and evelyn J. rineer
barnes and Helen riznik
samuel J. and genevieve u. robb
victorina v. robbins
C. reid and susan d. roberts
Clayton H. and barbara W. roberts
susan J. roberts
timothy e. and  

Margaret a. robinson
Michael J. and Kathleen M. roche
deborah rochefort
bernard rocheleau
robert and Melissa rockwell
anne M. rodgers
Michael and Joan rodzenko
paul e. and barbara J. rogers
Josef W. and diane a. rokus
W. J. rorabaugh
Kathleen rose
Claude rossignol
brian J. and  

Melissa a. rossman
abhijit and  

patralekha roychowdhury
Mary ann ruane and  

barbara a. vitale
Karin s. and Mark p. rudenko
ardis rundlett
Frederick s. and  

patricia a. rushton
James M. rushton
dennis r. and Judith n. russell
lynn russell
Frank and Helen russo
Clifford M. rutter
lawrence H. and ruthann ryan
philip ryder
phil and lynn sa
leonard b. safford
Olina salama
alex salazar and lori brosnihan
the salvatore Family
patricia salvatore
amy salvia
lincoln and Jean sander
linda sanson
andrew r. and shirley a. santimore
robert C. and Maria t. santo
anthony p. and dolores santoyanni
sheafe satterthwaite
Judith saunders
roberta sawtell
stephen sawyer
Cindy schaefer
Olivia l. and Charles d. schaper
scott scharer and Margaret talcott
Cora sue scherer
Henry scherer

david and Cynthia schermerhorn
Martin and Jeannine schetzen
Muriel schmidt
bruce and Joyce schoppe
John J. and gail a. schuko
James r. schumacher and  

lorraine Mangione schumacher
Mark schuman
suzanne M. schwarz
Jason sciarappa
bonnie scott
Henry C. and Joan M. scudder
Mark l. seeley and  

elise M. Forbes seeley
richard and Kathleen segerdahl
John H. and Celeste t. senechal
Cynthia senes
stephen and elizabeth sergio
george b. sermuksnis
Judith sessler
Charles n. sewall
Wilson H. and Carol l. seward
Cornelia sexton
dina M. sexton
reva b. seybolt
david g. shapiro
Michael and nancy shappell
Frances W. shaver
edward and susan shaw
Jerome F. sheehan, Jr. and  

linda J. sheehan
John W. and Marie l. sheehy
the sheld Family
Ken sheldon, Jr.
Johannah K. shinner
dennis M. and lucille a. shippee
shrewsbury Historical society
andrew d. shusta and  

sherry a. turbarge
Helen shuster and  

allan Johannesen
paul and Karen sicard
ross g. siddell, Jr. and  

rick J. valeriay
paris and dawn sideris
Joan s. siedenburg
larry J. siegel and therese J. libby
douglas and debra simmons
Mary e. and david W. simmons
robert C. and Celeste C. simmons
William a. and sharon l. simonic
richard O. simpson
Joyce F. sinnott
William a. sipos
travis and Judy sirrine
edward and Joanne skowron
Caroline e. sloat
lance a. and Joan d. smalley
Cynthia p. smith
david smith
Frank and Maryann smith
J. philip and loretta K. smith
Kevin J. smith
norman r. smith
robert and Judith smith
todd smola
Hilda J. snelling
John e. and Janet s. sodergren
Joanne and John sohenuick
richard W. and Jane l. solari
stephen g. and beth solley
roger solomon and susan J. Foster

paul and louise s. lee
randolph M. and tracy bodine lee
leigh and suzanne lehman
richard a. and Jean H. leif
scott M. and elaine r. leite
tracey l. lemieux
robert C. lemire, Jr. and  

susan O. lemire
Justine p. lempicki
anthony s. and  

elaine C. lengowski
diana J. lennon
John and Kimberly lenois
elizabeth p. lent
vincent and dolores leone
richard n. levine, Jr. and  

gwendolyn J. levine
shirley levitz
nancy and John lewenczuk
Carl a. and Jean t. lindblad
the linton Family
alice H. lloyd
donald W. and Mary lomascolo
Charles lord
daniel W. and diane e. lorraine
anne lovelace
eleanor lowell
elizabeth M. lowell
Michael lucontoni and  

susan Kalled
William and deborah lynch
bernard and patrice Macarthur
b. F. and elizabeth W. Macdonald
taylor C. Macfarlane
donald r. and  

Mary Jane MacKenzie
Kathleen a. Maclaughlin
douglas e. and Janet F. MacMillan
Michael e. and deborah a. Madden
eugene and Christine Madej
Florence M. Madison
george r. Magee and  

Martha seeton-Magee
sherry Magnan
Marc and lynden Magnoli
Jeanne Manbeck
richard p. and Candace g. Mandel
patrick J. and shannon C. Manning
darlene M. and  

andrew e. Mansfield
leslie Manthos
douglas p. and doris M. Mantz
earl M. and peggy Manz
Kevin a. Marchand and  

theresa p. Moniz
ilene and eric Marcos
tracy Mariano
Matthew p. and laura r. Marino
susan Marks roberts
ruth Marshall
thomas K. and  

Constance p. Marshall
C. James and lynne l. Martel
anne Mascelli
Oliver J. and Jane l. Mason
Marty Massaro
Marilyn J. Mather
Michelle M. and daniel s. Matte 

(1946)
bill and elaine Matthews

James M. and Karen M. Mauer
ingrid t. and Wilhelm H. Mauss
Harry d. and Martha C. Mautte
stephen C. Maxson
Kathleen F. and  

thomas J. Mayberry
barbara H. Mayer
John H. Mayer and irwin Krieger
sandra Maynard
Kenny Mayne
thomas s. and  

Mildred b. Mcbroome
ellen and dana McCambley
stephen J. and Joanne McCann
Wayne and Judith W. McCormack
bob and evelyn McCoy
bruce and elizabeth Mcdonald
Francis J. and barbara l. Mcgarry
barbara J. Mcgrath and  

paul J. baker, Jr.
alice Mcguire
bruce M. and Miriam H. Mcguire
timothy and Maureen Mcintyre
linda McKay
daniel and Kelli McKenney
Carol and dennis McKinstry
robert C. and lynn Mclaughlin
Michael J. Mclear and  

donna Heffernan-Mclear
eric, elizabeth, James, and  

Matthew Mcnicol
Marilyn l. Medler
david H. and Mary M. Meese
Christopher g. and  

Jayne n. Mehne
Joanne Meier
denis M. Melican and  

lois breault-Melican
Wanda Merced
John and anne Messier
John t. and Janis t. Metoxen
donald g. and Carmella Metz
e. duane Meyer
Colleen and anthony Miccolis
peter J. and polly C. Michel
Michael W. Mickiewicz
John e. Miller and  

bonnie-Jean MacKinnon
patricia Miller
paul F. and barbara e. Miller
roger H. Miller and  

elaine l. Miller
Hartley e. and nancy Millett
russell b. and Janice F. Millholland
William and Jane Milligan
Kenneth v. and elisa d. Mills
Clyde and Christine Milner
John O. and diane K. Mirick
Carol e. and david Mitchell
lisa and donald Mitchell
thomas a. and elaine g. Mitchell
Frank and Janet Mitera
rolf and astrid Mogstad
alan and nancy Molitz
sandra b. Monachino
Charles F. and lynda a. Monahan
paul and Kathleen a. Monahan
lisa a. Mongue and  

david b. lyman
Francisco and Marjorie Moniz
david C. and anne M. Monroe

Judith a. Montgomery and  
thomas F. lynch

Jeffery e. and Cathleen l. Moore
Joanne and richard t. Moore
scott and Marianne Moore
Joy and Mark Moores
Faith a. and george t. Moran, iii
James and elizabeth Moran
gail a. Moreno and  

Melissa K. Cassells
a. Mitra Morgan and  

philip Moreman
the Morgan Family
James Morin
Carol a. Morocco
Carol b. Morrell
the Morrow Family
gregory and deborah Morse
richard a. and alice l. Mortenson
the Mottolo Family
Holly W. Moulton
William and gail Moulton
edgar and eva Mowry
richard a. and Carol a. Mumford
adam Munger
Jason and sharon Munro
John J. Murphy
david and Jacqueline Murray
deb Murray
thomas W. Murray
Michael and deborah Murzycki
robert W. Mustain, Jr. and  

elizabeth Mustain
gay Myers and lance Mayer
Wallace H. Myers
roy b. and sheila K. nachowitz
Christine noel and  

richard thomas nathan, Jr.
sarah neal
robert F. and Zsuzsanna p. neff
Jason and patricia nellis
barbara and Carl nelson
virginia r. neri
richard b. and regina e. newell
elizabeth and edmund H. newton
Murray C. newton
Heather nichols
nicole F. and gregory W. nichols
drew a. and linda W. nicholson
garry and Cindy nickerson
eugene a. and lauren nigro
Jayashree and prasad nimmagadda
Catherine l. noble
Mary M. noone
patricia nuding
Mary M. nunes
donita and greg nyman
patricia O’brien
Joyce W. O’Claire
ann C. O’Connell
Janet s. O’Connor
John t. and Juliann M. O’Connor
richard and bernice Oeser
edward Ogden
gregory and lana Ogrodnik
Joan W. and C. david Oliphant
alcino Oliveira
david M. and patricia e. Ormsby
Candace and denis O’shea
raymond t. and  

patricia a. Overton
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The Business Partner 
Program 

Platinum Member
($10,000 and more)
Country bank for savings
southbridge savings bank
verizon

Gold Member
($4,000 and more)
bJ’s Wholesale Club
FleXcon Company, inc.
Morgan-Worcester, inc.
the publick House Historic inn
Webster Five Cents savings bank

Silver Member
($2,500 and more)
american Optical Corporation
Comfort inn & suites Colonial
Fallon Community Health plan
Mcgrath insurance group, inc.
national grid
Osterman propane
r. C. Knox and Company, inc.
peoplesbank
tufts Health plan
ufund

Bronze Member
($1,250 and more)
anonymous
all star premium products
avidia bank
bose Corporation
C&r tire Co, inc (Cs)
Conval, inc.
dexter-russell, inc
g & F industries, inc.
pioppi Construction (Cs)
savers bank
schott north america
southbridge Credit union
Warren roofers, inc. (Cs)
Workers’ Credit union

Associate Member
($500 and more)
a. Menard & sons, inc. (Cs)
arsenault plastering (Cs)
bartlett tree (Cs)
bay state Forestry service (Cs)
bond Construction Corp. (Cs)
building blocks Construction (Cs)
Charlton Fence Company (Cs)
Consolidated beverages, inc.
Country Curtains, inc.
dave’s pest Control (Cs)
e.W.s. plumbing & Heating (Cs)
Federal Home loan bank of boston
Hitchcock pool Water (Cs)
incom, inc.
Jos. blanchet Co., inc. (Cs)
Kanzaki specialty papers inc.
Marcus Fabrics
Masterman’s, llp (Cs)
norampac new england
OMnOva solutions

palmer paving Corp.
pinnacle Health
red star Oil Company (Cs)
the salem Cross inn
sherwin Williams (Cs)
skinner, inc.
slim’s sewer service (Cs)
southbridge Hotel and  

Conference Center
sturbridge veterinary Hospital
thomas paske (Cs)
universal tag, inc.
veolia Water north america  

Operating services, llC
Warren pump, llC
Webco Chemical Corporation

Participating 
(less than $500)
boston Closet Company
C & F sales (Cs)
Cutler Capital Management
J. W. augusto sprinkler Company 

(Cs)
larochelle electrical Company 

(Cs)
pratt trucking Company inc.
Quabaug equipment (Cs)
richco products inc.
rich tessier electrical service (Cs)
rogers associates (Cs)
rpM Heating and  

air Conditioning (Cs)
rv logging (Cs)
schofield brothers of new england 

(Cs)
southbury electrical  

Contractors llC
sturbridge Children dentistry
sturbridge Family Chiropractic
sweeney real estate network
trafford’s painting (Cs)
village Mobil, inc. (Cs)

Matching Gifts
anonymous
aetna Foundation, inc.
all star premium products
arbella insurance group  

Charitable Foundation
at&t Foundation
bank of america Matching gifts
boeing gift Matching program
Ca, inc.
eaton Corporation
FM global Foundation
general reinsurance Corporation
liberty Mutual
the Home depot Foundation
ibM international Foundation
Johnson & Johnson Family  

of Companies
MassMutual
Morgan-Worcester, inc.
national grid
nrg energy, inc.
the pfizer Foundation
pnC Foundation
united technologies  

Matching gift program

verizon Foundation
Wellington Management Company

Foundations and Project 
Support
anonymous 
the 1772 Foundation, inc.
H. g. and M. r. anderson  

Foundation
bank of america  

Charitable Foundation (bp)
the bromley Charitable trust
dirlam Charitable trust
the Frances r. dewing Foundation
the Felicia Fund
Fileno digregorio Foundation
dudley J. godfrey, Jr. and  

Constance p. godfrey 1996 
trust

the george F. and sybil H. Fuller 
Foundation

the Hanover insurance group 
Foundation, inc. (bp)

the Heckscher Foundation for 
Children

Highland street Foundation
Horatio b. ebert  

Charitable Foundation
the Howat Family Foundation
Howland Family Foundation
Hyde/dexter-russell  

Charitable Foundation (bp)
Jaeger Family  

Charitable Foundation
J. s. Howe Family Foundation
the burton d. Morgan Foundation
the national rifle association 

Foundation
Jean nichols Charitable trust
the nichols trust
philip & betsey C. Caldwell  

Foundation
Quabaug Corporation  

Charitable Foundation
rockwell Foundation
saquish Foundation
the William e. and bertha e. 

schrafft Charitable trust
george W. Wells Foundation
e. stanley & alice M. Wright 

Foundation

State and Federal Grants
Massachusetts Cultural Council

Memorial Gifts
Ida Albrecht

douglas b. and Carol a. badger 
nicholas and barbara g. dainiak 
stephen J. and patricia a. Fedak 
paul a. graf 
douglas r. and  
    Mary Jane MacKenzie 
bruce and elizabeth Mcdonald 
susan J. roberts 
robert e. and Margaret p. tyler

Carl Austin
Henry C. and Joan M. scudder

billy and lisa soo
edna sorenson
Michael and Christine sosik
Mark and Jennifer souza
barry and Michelle spaeth
ronald e. spaziano and  

r. drayton Fair
roger and Marcia e. spellman
Charles J. spencer, Jr. and  

edna spencer
irwin and Florence spiess
sandra-leigh sprecker
Kyle and Juli st. laurent
Charles e. and Faith st. pierre
thomas a. stankosky and  

Monica a. Michalsky
Martha stanley
Jonathan and Heather stapel
gerald W. and patricia e. stark
Jean e. stephenson
su-ellyn stern
daphne t. stevens
david F. and Judith r. stevens
gerald and Karen l. stevens
david l. stewart, iii and  

Carole stewart
lawrence r. stires, Jr.
stacy b. stockton, Jr. and  

anna K. stockton
beth stone
allan e. storey
richard r. stoyle
Joel b. and barbara M. strogoff
david and andrea stylinski
robert and Maryann sudmyer
Christine and William sullivan
Jane d. sullivan
Odis and tasha sullivan
david O. and Jacqueline v. sutter
Jeffrey swaim
terri swartz
barbara and robert sweeney
eric Corbin and Helen l. sweeney
Kevin M. and Margaret sweeney
edna M. sweet
diane M. and ernest W. swenson
lori b. szczygiel
Joseph e. tancrell, iii and  

M. Constance tancrell
John e. and Jane e. tarnauskas
Mary tarquinio
george p. tasse
Jeff M. tasse
Marita M. tasse
Clifton r. tatro
robert and anne tattersall
donna Jean taylor
albert F. and Maria d. tebbetts
annamaria tegarini
george W. tetler, iii and  

sheila tetler
rose K. tharakan
Mary e. thatcher
the graves Family
the greisen Family
tristane theisen
Jill thiemann
david and dawn r. thistle
dale thompson and  

Frederick t. buhler

Katherine a. thompson
paula thompson and  

david b. Chosiad
John l. thorndike
Jack C. thornton, Jr. and  

Judith a. thornton
Mary thrower
paula M. and William tiberii
Martha p. and John F. tidman, Jr.
Marylou tillotson
david and beverly a. tirrell
John M. and Kathleen a. toedt
Malcolm l. and alene e. toedt
stephen d. and lisa M. tomas
James J. and Maura J. tombeno
sidney b. tomlinson
libby torrance
larry and Judy torska
Joseph v. tortis
stephen tose and nancy davis
salvatore J. and diane M. trapasso
rudolph r. and phyllis J. trask
John and Joanne travers
Jay d. and Karen trepp
susan H. and nicholas tretter 

(1946)
terrance trickett
eugene p. and  

bernadette M. trombino
laura trovato
benjamin and nancy tully
adrian J. and Judith a. turcotte
anne rippy turtle
stephen d. and susan l. tutko
robert e. and Margaret p. tyler
Mary Jane tynan and thomas theis
Kristina M. tyree
dean F. and ann uphoff
Jeannine uppgard
edward and Jean urbanowski
Kenneth e. urbanski and  

Mary Jo lewis
F. Knowlton utley
bernie and elizabeth vaccaro
betty d. valardi
nathan H. and  

elizabeth K. van duzer
Judith a. and andrew l. van Hook
Michele van vooren
stephen J. and  

Jennifer t. vandegraaf
susan a. vassallo
Maurice vautour and  

elizabeth prudencio-vautour
Michael M. and rita d. vehlies
anthony r. and Jeanne e. verrilli
peggy l. vershon
Wayne and effie vinal
susan voorhis
linda voter
susan n. and Milton voter
richard C. and donna M. Wabble
Margaret Y. and  

John F. Waddington
bruce r. Wagner and Kathy Winn
Carl and Marlene Wagner
Cristine M. Waldron
allan and Carrie Walker
Michael and Carolyn Walker
robert and Kathleen Walker
Walter Wanagel and  

Marjorie l. smith

John b. and sheila d. Warren
richard and theresa Wassell
Wendy Waterman
dwight l. and lina r. Watson
H. Clifford and lynn s. Watts
timothy s. and Mary ann Weaver
Mary e. and thomas a. Weber
ian J. and susan M. Webster
lee a. and bonnie Webster
roy e. and lynne C. Webster
James r. and nancy e. Weckback
raymond a. and nancy J. Wedlake
Kenneth M. Weglarz
Faith a. Weidner and  

James e. Miller
John J. Welch
Mason b. Wells, ii and  

Kathryn Wells
the Weltin Family
phyllis Wendorff
John e. Went and  

gretchen stark Went
Wayland b. and elaine Wheaton
Mary t. and Harold J. White
paul l. and Maryann White
pauline J. and robert White
William r. and Janet a. Whittier
albert d. and Mary e. Wihry
daniel H. and louise J. Wilcox
darren, Melanie, and  

bradley Wilcox
aaron Wilcoxson
Josef J. Wille, suzanne parker, and 

Maddy parker
abigail r. and Kenneth a. Williams
beverley a. and alan r. Williams
ernest J. and virginia s. Williams
Jean M. Williams and  

nicholas g. grant
Joanne C. and John Wilson
robert O. and linda C. Wilson
beth Winchester
scott and Carol Wipper
linda Wiseman
Katrina and david e. Wisniewski
roger J. and Johanna H. Wolfe
Jeremy Wollaston and  

richard Wollaston
bradley J. and ellen-Joy Wood
susan b. and david K. Woodbury
Mark and linda Worchel
Jen Wordell
Kim Worthing
paul r. and Marie b. Wynn
Xi alpha alpha
Christopher v. Yacino and  

Mary sughrue-Yacino
timothy and Jenn Yaconiello
Kenneth and robin Yates
ann Yoder
Heather Young
Jeremiah Young
Maureen duffy Young
Walter Young
alvin H. and Mary l. Youngsma
louise M. Zajac
Janet Zeidler
Jay r. and betty Jane Ziegler
pamela J. Zlotnick
nancy Zychek
pauline Zysk and donald Zysk
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Coral seafood
Cormier’s Jewelers
Crystal Caves
the daily show
davis Family Farm adventures
devereux Foundation
digregorio Wine importers
disney World
elizabeth eckhardt
elevé
eMC Corporation
equinox resort
expressive interiors
the Fabric stash 
suzanne and anthony Fantaroni
Farland golf pros
Fine lines
Flatotel
Friends of Old sturbridge village
dorothy Fullam
Julie gerrish
robert grant
beth greene
Hair Market
the Hanover theatre
Happy gatherings
Hardwick vineyard & Winery 
Heritage Country Club
the Higgins armory Museum
Historic new england
the Hostage Family
david and Kathie Huhtala
Hyatt regency Cambridge
Jayne Jewell photography
Kaizen
KC landscaping
KJ barrons Fine Wines & spirits
lamoureux greenhouses
the last green valley
legal sea Foods
leicester Country Club
liberty Hotel
Frances and david Magee
lisa W. and Charles† Markham
Medieval Manor
Joseph d. Messler, Jr.
Mike “the Music Man”
the Monopoli Family
Monster Mini golf
national amusements
the new england aquarium
new england landscaping, llC
new england landscaping &  

Construction
O’Connor’s restaurant 
Old port sea grill & raw bar 
donna Olson
elizabeth and alan peppel
perfect pushup 
piccolo’s
pleasant valley Country Club
Quaboag Country Club
tim Quinn
r. C. Knox & Company
randy’s tickets
rehabilitative resources, inc.
tony robbins
robert and alice roemer
paul rogers

rovezzi’s restaurant
ruben’s transportation
sachs Jewelers
the salem Cross inn
saturday night live
lori schafer 
trevor shaw
siemens
representative todd smola
sodexo
southwick’s Zoo 
Matt spoehr 
squaw Hollow restoration inc.
peter and Helen stansky
sturbridge veterinary Hospital 
table 3 restaurant group 
Judith thornton
time and place entertainment
triton pools, inc. 
u. s. trust
union bar & grill
vaillancourt Folk art 
vienna restaurant & Historic inn
WHdH-tv, Channel 7
WiCn public radio
dianne Williamson
the Wine vine
Worcester ecotarium 
Worcester JCC
Worcester tornadoes

Sponsors/Advertisers 
a & M tool & die Co., inc.
aMCOMM Wireless inc.
anonymous
bollus lynch
bowditch & dewey, llp
brookfield Motors, inc.
brown Forman / Korbel
butler-dearden paper service inc.
Children of tomorrow
Consolidated beverages, inc.
Consolidated Health plans
Conval, inc.
Country Curtains
dexter-russell, inc.
drs. scannell, Hallenbeck,  

Chernosky, and vansavage
edward Jones
g & F industries, inc.
Harrington Memorial Hospital
Hitchcock pool Water
Hometown bank
incom
in style OptiCal
J. s. Fleming associates, inc.
J. W. augusto sprinkler  

Company, inc.
Jeffco Fibres, inc.
Kanzaki specialty papers inc.
les gardner photography
load Controls
Mary O’Coin, the event arranger
Mcgrath insurance group, inc.
the Michener Family
Mirick, O’Connell, deMallie & 

lougee
Morse lumber
nature’s Classroom, inc.

new england business Media
northern tree service, inc.
OFs Fitel
the Overlook life Care  

Community
Quabaug Corporation
r. H. garon electrical
savage arms, inc.
savers bank
schmidt equipment, inc.
southbridge Credit union
southbridge Hotel and  

Conference Center
southbridge savings bank
stolberg, ebbeling &  

blanchette, llp
united bank
united lens Company, inc.
the vairo Family
Joseph a. veneziano
Waters Farm preservation, inc.
Webster Five Cents savings bank
W. F. Young, inc.
Xtra Mart
Yankee spirits, inc.

Shirley M. Bettke and Edward W. Bettke, II
edward W. bettke 

Albert DiGregorio
dexter-russell, inc. 
peter b. and Joanne J. dirlam

Sackett Duryee
the george F. and  
     sybil H. Fuller Foundation 

 Richard Gelineau
 rosemary H. Capece 

department of laboratory  
     Medicine at Yale-new  
     Haven Hospital 
Margaret b. doolan 
elaine Hall 
the Morrow Family 
robert C. and Maria t. santo 
donna Jean taylor

Gloria Yanka Morin
James Morin

Christine Pappas
anita C. Hochstein and  
     James Cooke

Michael Parsons
bill and elaine Matthews

Ralph Snodsmith
Charles a. peters

Alan Thomas
Michael J. and leila l. glaser

Patrick M. Tynan
Mary Jane tynan and  
     thomas theis

Honorary Gifts
Gordon Dewolf

david a. and  
     virginia e. belforte

Flo Easton
Judith saunders

Richard C. and Sarah B. Hardy
elizabeth H. and alan s. peppel

Tina Melanson
Judith saunders

Elizabeth H. and Alan S. Peppel
dean and Janet O. Fales

Constance Small
lyn l. and James F. desMarais

Gifts to the Endowment
edward W. bettke
roger and gretchen Clemence
James W. and alvonia H. Fitzhugh
the Howat Family Foundation

Estates
agnes Wheeler

The George Washington 
Wells Society
(Individuals who have made a provision  

for the museum in their estate plans)
Margaret s. and louis J. ahlbach
richard a. altman
george b. arnold, Jr. and  

Harriet t. arnold
nancy b. beatty
nancy d. and andrew M. berliner
Constance M. boyle
nancy e. dempze
Joel e. and thora F. dumont
shirley l. dunbar
Marilyn Forke
richard b. and sarah C. Hardy
Marianne J. and John Jeppson
lucille a. langlois
Crawford and ann g. lincoln
paul damon littlefield and  

Jackie littlefield
Jane C. lyman
James b. lyon
david r. and arlene K. Maack
alfred l. McKee, Jr. and  

betsy W. McKee
Horace s. and ruth nichols
arline W. rayner
C. sumner and dorothy s. roberts
robert and Hannah saltonstall
ann sargent
richard g. schulze
Mary alice Waugh

Gifts In Kind
John d. baron
nancy b. beatty
ralph C. bloom
terry alan bragg
Clarence a. burley
peter Cifelli
pamela J. Cole
david Cooper
tremaine and Marion Cooper
donna a. deCorleto
Joe deignan
nicola desanctis of  

Historic Cold spring village
Catherine M. Fennelly
Catherine Fields
Marilyn Forke
ann l. gibson
Martha d. Hamilton
Historical society of Watertown
richard b. lyman, Jr.
robert lyon
ruth Mcdermott
dana naglieri
tenny nevins Fleming
Jane C. and richard nylander
Mary and terence O’Coin
gary J. and earlene M. pellegrini
lyn rahen Kamp
Jason Frank rothenberg
daphne t. stevens
Mark e. and Michelle temares
Hayden b. tibbetts, Jr.
Harold b. Wylie
gary e. speanburg
sandy switaj
table talk pies, inc.

Mark e. temares
Harriet g. Ward

2010 Gala
Committee Members
John J. argitis, Chairman
Jeff burdick
sandy Carroll
alina Chand
Michael Cimini   
lisa dalberth
danyel darger
thad darger
rich donnell
suzanne Fantaroni
Janet garon
Molly giordano
robert grant
brenda Hallenbeck
sherri Hostage
david Huhtala
Jayne Jewell
Michelle Matte
Joan Mcgrath
Cynthia b. Michener
Clara O’neill
elizabeth H. peppel
Cindy sebrell
Fiona sparrow
peter stansky
randy sussman
ron vairo

Auction Donors
adventure boot Camp for Women
allegra printing & imaging of 

Framingham
aMF town & Country lanes 
giancarlo arelli
arnold’s lobster & Clam bar 
arts emerson
atlas distributors
babe’s lawn Care
tim bardsley
battleship Cove
bella Mia salon
richard bellico 
bellisimo european day spa 
bello Opticians
dr. stuart bentkover
berkshire brewing Company
the body Wellness Center
boston billiard Club 
boston red sox
senator stephen M. brewer
the brier patch
brookfield Orchards
senator scott brown
lucille and John Canavan
Capelli avanti salon
Charles riverboat Company
Chatham bars inn
Chatham seaside links
Chatham Wayside inn
Michael Cimini and  

angela Cheng-Cimini
Clearview landscaping llC
richard and patricia Clemence
robert and denise Clemence
susan and donald Collins
Connecticut tigers
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Help us continue our story at Old sturbridge village. 
every day, the village is a special place 

of beauty, simplicity, learning, and spirit;  
a place to cherish.  

We invite you to become a part of our vibrant community.
  

Your energy and contributions  
help us keep history alive.

www.osv.org

  
Financial summary  
Old sturbridge incorporated, Fiscal Year 2010 - 2011  
 
Operating revenue and suppOrt 2011 2010
 Admissions	 	$2,011,665		 	$2,007,389	

	 Memberships	 	$508,411		 	$469,363	

	 Food	Service	 	$90,867		 	$14,570	

	 Rents	and	Royalties	 	$776,139		 	$773,484	

	 Special	Events	Programs	 	$803,735		 	$597,826	

	 Gifts,	Grants,	Bequests	 	$2,045,980		 	$1,919,240	

	 Investment	Income	 	$109,969		 	$208,221	

	 Net	Investment	Gains	(Losses)	 	$710,216		 	$813,933	

	 Other	Income	 	$132,569		 	$113,290	

	 					Total Revenue and Support  $7,189,551   $6,917,316 

 
 
eXpenses 2011 2010
Program	Services:	 	

	 Education	and	Public	Program	 	$3,185,381		 	$3,239,977	

	 Research,	Curatorial,	Library				 	$710,530		 	$751,392	

Supporting	Services	 	

	 General	&	Administrative	 	$1,283,587		 	$1,237,641	

	 External	Affairs	 	$1,099,504		 	$1,126,031	

	 Merchandising	 	$117,656		 	$125,801	

	 Food	Service	 	$458,962		 	$452,069	

	 			 Total Expenses  $6,855,620   $6,932,911 

	

	

Change	in	Net	Assets	 	$333,931		 	$(15,595)

Net	Assets,	Beginning	of		Year	 	$10,711,115		 	$10,726,710	

Net Assets, End of  Year  $11,045,046   $10,711,115 

 
 
FY10 and FY11 numbers have been adjusted to include depreciation, appreciation of investments, 

and other non-operating revenues and expenses.  
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1 Old sturbridge village road
sturbridge, Massachusetts 01566

508.347.3362
www.osv.org


